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About This Content

The Junker Ju87 ‘Stuka’ is a remarkable aircraft. The aircraft first took to the air in 1935 after being conceived as a two-seater
dive bomber. Operated by a pilot and tail gunner, the aircraft quickly gained a fearsome reputation, making its combat debut in

the Spanish Civil war of 1936 as part of the Luftwaffe ‘Condor Legion’.

The aircraft is easily recognisable, with its unique wing shape and splayed undercarriage. Yet the aircraft is probably more
recognisable for its ‘wailing banshee’ siren as the aircraft dives into an attack. Referred to as the Horn of Jericho, this sound has

become synonymous with the Stuka.

Another notable feature of the aircraft are the dive brakes –a unique under-wing braking system which slowed the aircraft in a
dive. That being said, the aircraft would still accelerate from its cruise speed of 240mph to 400mph in the dive, pushing the

limits of the aircraft design, with the pilot descending at near vertical 80 to 90 degree pitch angle!

Features

Authentic dive siren

Cockpit floor window for diving and aiming

Five paint schemes including desert and winter schemes
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I love this plane so much! So I have 13 hours in MSX and 12 of it is with this plane I kid-you-not. I am not the best at landing
but this plane goes at a somewhat fast speed with full throttle and when slowed down completley it has a nice comfortable slow
and smooth pace.The landing gear (Like the real deal) does not fold in to the plane but stays deployed at all times. I find this
help as it is one thing (For me atleast) to not have to worry about during a landing. A commenter said that the dive siren does not
work but it does actually. All you have to do is be in the virtual cockpit and either make sharp turns or steep dives. This DLC
pack comes with 5 different paint jobs. You get a desert, winter, standard, serpent, and forest paint jobs (I personally prefer
either serpent, forest, or standard). The detail is really nice aswell it includes a rear gunner and main bomb under the plane
aswell as two smaller bombs on each side. Over all I really recommend this product to players who enjoy nice smooth-flying
planes or WW2 plane fans and for only 10 dollars it is really worth it.. Whatever worthless peice
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665made this worthless pathetic scam peice of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u
2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, he should die. Whoa,
look at those \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bombs in like ALL of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing thumbnail pictures! And
the cockpit floor window (which is very small and very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665) for 'aiming'? What
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing guns do you have to aim!?!? THERE'S NO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING GUNS!! THIS IS
SO PETHETICALLY TERRIBLE THAT YOU SHOULD GET PAID TO WASTE YOUR TIME ON
THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!! DONT WASTE 5 VALUABLE DOLLARS ON THIS!!! IM SO MAD
BECAUSE MY MOM ALLOWED ME 1 DLC PLANE TO BUY, AND I REALLY WANTED SOMETHING WITH
WEAPONS, AND THIS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING SCAM IS A PEICE OF\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665SO
I CANT BUY AN ACUTAL \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING FIGHTING PLANE FOR A LITTLE WHILE NOW!!!!!! I
WAS SO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING MAD I CRIED BECAUSE I COULDNT ABSOLUTELY DESTROY
ANYTHING!!!!!! THE DESCRIPTION IS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 AND IT SHOULD
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TELL YOU IF IT DOES OR DOESNT HAVE WEAPONS!!!!. I can't compare this with any
other mode of the JU 87, but for the price, I can't knock it. The cockpit and the exterior have a lot of detail and it's handling is
believably sluggish - similar to most of the descriptions I've read.. For what you pay its not bad but there are many better WW2
addons out there He219 is soooooooooooo much better. But Then again for the price its not that bad. However i have edited this
review since the release of the new stuka. (i dont have it soo) It looks better. If you want a realistic experience get that however i
can not say entirley wether it is acctualy any better. DONT BUY THIS PRODUCT UNLESS YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
CHEAP 'N' CHEARFULL STUKA!!. Major waste of Money! It just adds a freeware quality STUKA in FSX! That's all!
***DON'T BUY IT***
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this stuka is 100x better than the more expensive stuka avalible from the FSX store. it is easy to fly and would be a great starter
aircraft for new flyers my only problem would be that as far as im concerned you cannot drop the visible payload that is on the
aircraft unlike the B-29 superfortress if you can drop bombs please let me know
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